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Catherine Erb, Untitled Cloud Study, 2016,
mixed media photograph with encaustic, 48x60”

During the month of July David Lusk Gallery-Nashville hosts the work of three artists working with 
manipulated photography. The works of Catherine Erb, Courtney J Garrett and Jack Spencer 
each bring a unique perspective to contemporary photography.  

Ambiguity, color and imagination each play a role in three distinctly unique approaches to the sub-
ject. Erb illustrates large expanses of illuminated skies full of lush clouds; Garrett’s ghostly waves 
recede into a grey haze; Spencer’s illusory beaches emerge from an otherworldly fog. Each artist 
blurs the distinction between painting and photograph, foreground and background. 

Memphian Catherine Erb’s work is built around a fascination of how we relate to the world around 
us. Beginning with a large print, Erb mounts her photographs on panel, subtlety manipulating 
each under layers of wax and soft pigment. Erb views her work as a search for a glimpse of the 
invisible. Her depiction of clouds and sky speak to a feeling of a magical essence, one that is not 
easily defined or explained. She feels that her images are most successful when, “the result is not 
just an image, but a feeling and reminder that the magic always happens in the present.” 

Courtney J. Garrett of Atlanta? has created a unique approach to capturing the landscape. She 
employs a muted, emotional palette to translate the intangible and meaningful into a two-dimen-
sional surface, capturing the movement of ghostly waves. As they fade in and out of neutral greys, 
the subtle difference between sky and water become blurred.  Garrett says, “As an artist my para-
digm has shifted from creating simply emotional works to extravagant attempts at inspiring hope.”       

 

So fine was the morning except for a streak of 
wind here and there that the sea and sky looked 
all one fabric, as if sails were stuck high up in the 
sky, or the clouds had dropped down into the 
sea.   Virginia Woolf, “To the Lighthouse”
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David Lusk Gallery is located at 516 Hagan Street in Nashville’s Wedgewood-Houston neighborhood. 
Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday 11-5. For more information or visuals please contact Sara Estes 
at 901 767 3800 or sara@davidluskgallery.com.

Jack Spencer,A Day at the Beach, 2016

Jack Spencer captures images full of poet-
ry and magic. Emphasizing invention over 
documentation Spencer plays with photogra-
phy’s ambiguity, bringing up questions of fact 
versus fiction. An eerie fog weighs on each 
image slowly revealing a partially concealed 
landscape. When figures emerge the viewer 
feels far away, as if watching through glass. 
Spencer is known for altering his photo-
graphs with painterly techniques. He says, “I 
never liked having the camera do all my work 
for me … I wanted to create a mood, some-
thing unique, something my voice could be 
heard in.” 

Erb, Garrett and Spencer all use painterly techniques to subtly subvert the veracity commonly asso-
ciated with the medium of photography. Their manipulations enhance each depiction of sea and sky, 
generating a new sense of appreciation for the world around us. 


